Spotlight

The management of waste disposal - A timely workshop by NCC

"Waste management is a mandatory duty, not a lucrative business," said Dr. Najat Saliba at the Road Mapping Workshop for Waste Management. READ MORE

News

AUBMC's Dr. El Saghir receives 2015 CNRS Research Excellence Award for cancer research
Dr. Nagi El Saghir, professor of clinical medicine and hematology-oncology, has been awarded the 2015 CNRS Research Excellence Award for "his outstanding contribution to the understanding of breast cancer in young women, genetic mutations, downstaging and improving outcome of breast cancer patients in Lebanon." READ MORE

OSB Professor Dima Jamali designated as Personality of the Year in relation to Corporate Social Responsibility
OSB Professor of Management and Kamal Shair Endowed Chair in Leadership Dima Jamali has received the Golden Shield of Excellence for the Arab Region on October 29, 2015 in a ceremony in Jordan in the presence of government officials. READ MORE

'Recycle, reuse, reduce - a necessity for good management: expert'
The Daily Star reports on a capacity lecture at AUB "on municipal waste management, geared to prepare municipalities to handle their trash." READ MORE

'Venture Capital: Key to Lebanese Startups' - Amilou World Cup kicks off in a big way

Events

Upcoming events

- Women's League presentation 'The Formation of Lebanon 1920,' by Dr. Fawwaz Traboulsi, Nov. 2, 4pm, West Hall, Bathish Aud. READ MORE
- CASAR, CAMES and PSPA lecture 'Customizing Extreme Violence: A Critical Assessment of Israel's War Record in Gaza,' by Dr. Lisa Hajjar, Nov. 2, 5pm, Bldg. 37 READ MORE
- AMPL lecture 'The Impact of the Protestant and Catholic Arabic Translations of the Bible on Arab Renaissance,' by Dr. Amin Albert Rihani, Nov. 2, 6pm, Van Dyck Hall, Boustani Aud. READ MORE
- Blood Drive, Nov. 4, 9am, West Hall, Aud. A READ MORE
- IFI lecture 'Prospects of Iran’s Foreign Policy after the Nuclear Agreement,' by Dr. Sadiq Kharaz, Nov. 4, 12pm, IFI, Aud. READ MORE
- Asfari lecture 'Agrarian Change and Revolution in Tunisia and Egypt,' by Dr. Habib Ayeb, Nov. 4, 5:30pm, College Hall, Aud. B1 READ MORE
- ARD lecture 'Architecture crossing cultures in Syria,' by Dr.
Voice of America reports on reopening of Lebanon's iconic Sursock Museum and interviews AUB Professor Rico Franses on the Lebanese society's support of art. READ MORE

'Palestinian refugees from Syria need support: report'
The Daily Star reports on UNRWA and AUB's FHS reports which calls for the inclusion of an often forgotten subgroup of refugees: Palestinian refugees from Syria. READ MORE

Safety and Security Information - November 2, 2015
READ MORE

Announcements
- CHSC Courses READ MORE
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